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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the metabolic responses to variable versus constantintensity (CI) during 20-km cycling on subsequent 5-km running performance. Ten triathletes, not
only completed one incremental cycling test to determine maximal oxygen uptake and maximal
aerobic power (MAP), but also three various cycle-run (C–R) combinations conducted in outdoor
conditions. During the C–R sessions, subjects performed first a 20-km cycletime trial with a
freely chosen intensity (FCI, ~80% MAP) followed by a 5-km run performance. Subsequently,
triathletes were required to perform in a random order, two C–R sessions including either a CI,
corresponding to the mean power of FCI ride, or a variable-intensity (VI) during cycling with
power changes ranging from 68 to 92% MAP, followed immediately by a 5-km run. Metabolic
responses and performances were measured during the C–R sessions. Running performance
was significantly improved after CI ride (1118 ± 72 s) compared to those after FCI ride (1134 ±
64 s) or VI ride (1168 ± 73 s) despite similar metabolic responses and performances reported
during the three cycling bouts. Moreover, metabolic variables were not significantly different
between the run sessions in our triathletes. Given the lack of significant differences in metabolic
responses between the C–R sessions, the improvement in running time after FCI and CI rides
compared to VI ride suggests that other mechanisms, such as changes in neuromuscular activity
of peripheral skeletal muscle or muscle fatigue, probably contribute to the influence of power
output variation on subsequent running performance.
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Introduction
The effects of metabolic responses and performance to constant versus variable-intensity bout
on subsequent exercise have been examined especially during a cycle–cycle combination in
trained cyclists (Palmer et al. 1997, 1999). For instance, Palmer et al. (1997) observed that
following 150 min of steady-state riding, the subsequent 20-km time trial performance was
improved, as compared to 150 min of stochastic exercise (i.e. variable-intensity). Although the
prior stochastic intensity did not affect systematically the subsequent cycling performance,
changes in skeletal muscle carbohydrate metabolism or muscular recruitment during stochastic
intensity suggest that the best pacing strategy would be to maintain a constant power output
(PO) rather than a variable PO for as long as possible (Liedl et al. 1999; Palmer et al. 1999).
However, it is important to note that this type of pacing strategy has been derived from cycling

exercises conducted in laboratory settings or flat outdoor sessions, without any important
changes in topography or wind conditions (Atkinson et al. 2003; Perrey et al. 2003; Swain 1997).
In the context of triathlon field, many studies have investigated the effect of various cycling
exercise on subsequent running performance (Bernard et al. 2003; Hausswirth et al. 1999, 2001;
Vercruyssen et al. 2002, 2005). Experimental variables such as cadence (Bernard et al. 2003;
Vercruyssen et al. 2002, 2005) and drafting during the cycling exercise (Hausswirth et al. 1999)
have been shown to affect subsequent running responses. Hausswirth et al. (1999) indicated
that the drafting component minimized the metabolic load (e.g. reduced oxygen uptake,
ventilation and heart rate) during cycling and improved the subsequent 5-km run bout in elite
triathletes. More recently, a decreased metabolic load, consecutive to the selection of a low
cadence (<80 rpm) during the last 10 min of prolonged cycling, has been reported to improve
markedly the subsequent running time to fatigue in trained triathletes (Vercruyssen et al. 2005).
These metabolic responses and performances have been observed during various cycle-run (C–
R) combinations conducted in both laboratory and field settings whereby subjects completed the
cycling exercise at a constant PO.
Within this framework, a stability of the PO during a laboratory-based individual time-trial has
been reported in trained triathletes (Perrey et al. 2003). The exercise intensity is also known to
be relatively constant during flat cycling exercise of a triathlon race, especially in age-group
athletes, who perform the cycle bout as an individual time trial. The inclusion of hills, technical
bike courses or wind variations may change the PO profile and thereby, the physiological
demands during triathlon races. Additionally, the constant PO profile is not observed within the
groups of elite triathletes who cycle in a sheltered position inducing several changes of pace,
intensity or stochastic shifts in the amplitude of the physiological responses throughout the
duration of the cycle (Bentley et al. 2002). Regardless of the category of triathletes, it is likely,
that a variation of PO profile, including more efforts close to the maximal aerobic power, may
induce higher metabolic and/or neuromuscular fatigue during the cycling exercise (Sarre et al.
2005; Bentley et al. 2002; Lepers et al. 2002; StClair Gibson et al. 2001) resulting in a greater
running performance decrement compared with a prior constant cycling bout.
Far less is known about the physiological responses to constant versus variable-intensity
exercise during cycling and the consequences on subsequent running performance. To our
knowledge, only Ramsay et al. (2001) have reported that varying intensity within the range of
20–40% of the average workrate during a 60- min cycle time trial has no effect on subsequent
10-km running compared to a constant cycling bout, in relatively untrained subjects. The
previous studies leading to an improved running performance after a constant metabolic load
during cycling (Hausswirth et al. 1999; Vercruyssen et al. 2002, 2005) suggest that the selection
of a constant PO would be the best pacing strategy to induce a stability of metabolic responses
during cycling and to reduce any decrements in running performance. To date, however, no data
are available on the influence of various PO profiles during cycling on subsequent running
performance in trained subjects and in outdoor conditions that simulate triathlon racing.
Accordingly, the objectives of the current investigation were to evaluate the metabolic responses
of trained triathletes to field-based constant versus variable- intensity cycling and to examine the
effects of these different exercise preloads on the subsequent 5- km running performance.
Methods
Subjects
Ten male triathletes, experienced in triathlon for more than 4 years, volunteered to participate in
this experiment. All had regularly competed in triathlon racing at either sprint (0.750-km swim/20km cycle/5-km run) or short distances (1.5-km swim/40-km cycle/10-km run). Mean ± SD training
distances per week were 16.4 ± 8.2 km in swimming, 222.7 ± 80.2 km in cycling and 46.4 ± 15.5

km in running. Their mean ± SD age, body mass and height were 25.2 ± 6.8 years, 71.8 ± 8.4 kg
and 181.3 ± 6.7 cm, respectively. Before beginning the tests, all subjects were informed about
the risks involved and were required to give their written consent according to local ethical
committee guidelines. During the study, all subjects were encouraged to undertake their normal
training and diet, but not to train 2 days before each test. Each triathlete carried out an
incremental cycling exercise in the laboratory and three C–R sessions, in a field setting, over a
4-week period in April (temperature 15– 20_C, relative humidity 40–65%, pressure 740– 760
mmHg and wind velocity 1.5–3.2 m s–1) at the same time of the day and separated by a rest
period of at least 48 h.
Maximal cycling test Subjects performed an incremental cycle exercise test to exhaustion, to
determine maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) and maximal aerobic power (MAP). This
laboratory test was conducted on an electromagnetically braked ergometer SRM (Schoberer
Rad Messtechnick, Fuchsend, Germany), the handlebars and racing seat of which were fully
adjustable both vertically and horizontally. The ergometer was equipped with individual pedals,
allowing the subjects to wear their own cycling shoes. The SRM Training System allowed
athletes to maintain a constant PO, independent of cycling cadence. In addition, feedbacks
concerning PO values were continuously available on a control screen.
After a 6-min warm-up at 100 Watt (W), the PO was increased by 30 W every 2 min until
subjects could no longer maintain the required PO. The cycling cadence was freely chosen.
During this test, oxygen uptake (V O2) and expiratory flow (VE) were collected, and respiratory
exchange ratio (RER) was calculated, using a telemetric system (Cosmed K4b2, Rome Italy)
previously validated by McLaughlin et al. (2001). Heart rate (HR) values were monitored using a
Polar unit (S710i, Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland). Expired gases and HR values were
averaged every 10 s. The four highest consecutive _V O2 values were summed to determine
VO2max during the last minute (61.9 ± 4.1 ml min–1 kg–1). The MAP corresponded to the mean
value during the last minute (380 ± 31 W).
Cycle-run combinations
The same racing bike was used by all subjects and during all sessions. Bike tyre pressures were
standardised at 800 kPa for each session. The racing bike (KX Light, Look Cycle International,
Nevers, France) was equipped with a ‘‘professional’’ SRM crankset system (Schoberer Rad
Messtechnick, Fuchsend, Germany) previously validated in a protocol comparison using a motor
driven friction brake (Jones and Passfield 1998). An almost perfect relationship (r2 = 0.99 – 1.0,
P < 0.05) has been reported between the two systems. Moreover, the ‘‘professional’’ SRM was
shown to have a very low (±1.8% or ±2 W) variability (Jones and Passfield 1998). This system
was calibrated before each trial. The experimental racing bike had a saddle and handlebars,
both adjustable for height (Ergostem, Look, Nevers, France) and triathletes had to use their own
pedals.
All triathletes completed, in outdoor conditions, three C–R sessions, each composed of 20-km
cycling (i.e. ten times a 2-km of straight line with traffic circles) on the racing bike and a
subsequent 5-km run bout. Before all sessions, each subject completed a 8-km free cycling
warm-up on the same flat road used for the C–R sessions. After 5 min of rest, subjects were
equipped with the Cosmed K4b2 gas analyser to continuously collect respiratory gas measures.
A Polar unit coupled with a receiver, connected to the SRM powermeter was used to store HR
values. Triathletes were required to perform a first C–R session during which the cycle bout
corresponded to a time trial with a freely chosen intensity (FCI). During the FCI ride, the PO, the
cycling cadence, the speed and the HR values displayed on the SRM powermeter were masked.
This C–R session was systematically the first experimental condition performed by our subjects
and allowed the identification of power strategies developed by triathletes on a flat road. The two
other C–R combinations were conducted in a random order during which the subjects had to

maintain either a constant PO or intensity (CI) corresponding to the mean PO recorded during
the overall FCI ride, or a variable-intensity (VI) during the cycling bouts before running (Fig. 1).
Within this framework, the fixed PO during CI and VI rides was determined by removing low PO
and cadence values (0–10 W or 0– 10 rpm, i.e. free wheel situation) monitored during the two
traffic circles. To maintain the mean PO, the subject referred to the SRM powermeter mounted
on the handlebars. In the VI ride, the PO was imposed by various sections calculated from the
mean PO recorded during the FCI ride. Thus, the subjects had to sustain a PO corresponding to
a range of + and –15%, + and – 5%, – and +10% of the mean PO, respectively, to accomplish
the first and the second 3-km sections (S1 and S2), the third and the fourth 4-km sections (S3
and S4), the fifth and the sixth 3-km sections (S5 and S6). During the last section of VI ride,
triathletes were required to sustain a high PO, to simulate the racing situation, where all
triathletes attempt to enter within the transition area in the best position. The VI ride was
designed to mimic the variable efforts over time during a previously investigated sprint distance
triathlon during which we found that there was a high variation in PO during the cycle exercise in
trained triathletes (unpublished data). Cycling cadence, PO and HR were monitored and stored
every 5 s from the SRM powermeter and transmitted after testing bouts to a PC.
The PO variations were also calculated so that triathletes performed the similar amount of
workrate whatever the wind direction. Wind speed was evaluated from an anemometer (2.18 ±
1.33 m s–1). After a transition time fixed at 40 s, these three cycling paced rides were
immediately followed by a 5-km running performance which took place on a flat road with a
traffic circle at every 500 m. Additionally, the intermediate times were registered at every 500 m
running section and subjects were not given any feedback other than the elapsed distance.
Metabolic parameters measurements
The VO2; VE and HR values were continuously monitored and averaged during the overall
sections (S1–S6) of the cycling bouts. During the subsequent run, data were averaged over a 1
min period at the start, at every kilometer and during the end of the running bout. Four small
blood samples ([La–]) of 5 μl were collected from the earlobe using the Lactate Pro System
(Arkray factory, Shigo, Japan) previously validated by Pyne et al. (2000) at the following
intervals: before and after the warm-up, at the end of the cycling and running bouts. The
duration between ending the cycling/running bouts and collecting of blood samples was
approximately 10 s.
Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE)
At the beginning of each test, subjects were provided with a typewritten set of standardised
directions for the use of the ratings of perceived exertion (Borg 1970). Subjects were instructed
to give an overall RPE immediately at the end of FCI, CI, VI rides and the corresponding run
bouts.
Statistical analysis
All data are expressed as mean values (±SD). Normally Shapiro–Wilks’ tests were conducted
before statistical analysis and it was confirmed that all data were normally distributed.
Subsequently, a two way ANOVA with repeated measures was performed to analyse the effects
of cycling condition (FCI, CI, VI) and time, during the C–R combinations using VO2; VE; HR,
[La–], cycling cadence, PO and RPE, as dependent variables. A Newman–Keuls post-hoc test
was used to determine any differences between the C–R sessions. Differences in running
performance between the C–R combinations were analysed using a one-way analysis of
variance. The 0.05 level of significance was used for all statistical procedures.

Results
Performances
A significant decrease in running time was observed after CI ride (1118 ± 72 s) when compared
to those after FCI (1134 ± 64 s, –1.4%) and VI (1168 ± 73 s, – 4.4%) bouts (P < 0.05). The
running time was also significantly lower after the FCI ride compared to the after VI ride (–2.9%,
P < 0.05). Furthermore, the running velocity was significantly higher during the first kilometre
performed after FCI (4.57 ± 0.26 m s–1) and CI (4.57 ± 0.31 m s–1) rides as compared to VI
bout (4.35 ± 0.26 m s–1) (Fig. 2, P < 0.05).
Morever, subjects performed the FCI, CI and VI rides, respectively, at a mean PO and speed of
310 ± 28 and 37.8 ± 1.9, 306 ± 36 and 38.3 ± 1.9, 305 ± 46 W and 37.5 ± 3.0 km h–1 during the
20-km (Fig. 1). These mean PO values have been noted to be close to 80% of MAP. For the VI
ride, PO values ranged from 68 to 92% MAP (260–350 W). No significant differences in mean
PO and speed were found between the three paced rides, indicating that our subjects fully
respected the required PO, whatever the condition. Mean cycling cadences were significantly
lower at the end of the CI ride, compared to the FCI ride (–7.1%, P < 0.05).
Metabolic responses
Table 1 shows the changes in physiological parameters during the cycling bouts. A significant
effect of exercise duration (between S1 and S6) was observed on VE and HR, for the three
cycling bouts (Table 1, P < 0.05). In contrast, no variation in VO2 was found with exercise
duration. Moreover, no significant differences in mean VO2; VE; HR, [La–] and RPE values were
observed between the three cycling bouts of C–R sessions. [La–] values were 6.6 ± 2.1, 6.6 ±
2.8 and 7.7 ± 2.2 mmol l–1, respectively at the end of FCI, CI and VI rides. RPE values were not
significantly different at the end of cycling bouts, 16 ± 2, 16 ± 1 and 17 ± 2 respectively for FCI,
CI and VI rides.
Table 2 shows the changes in physiological parameters during the 5-km running bouts. A
significant effect of exercise duration was observed on VO2; VE; and HR values (P < 0.05)
between the first section and the other sections within the three run bouts whereas no significant
variation in these metabolic parameters was found between the run sessions. Figure 2 indicates
the VO2 responses and speed values throughout the three run performances. [La–] values were
not significantly different between the running conditions (7.9 ± 1.3, 8.1 ± 1.9 and 7.1 ± 2.9 mmol
l–1, respectively after FCI, CI and VI. Similarly, no significant variation in RPE values was found
between the run sessions (18 ± 1, 18 ± 1 and 19 ± 1 respectively after FCI, CI and VI).
Discussion
The main findings of the current investigation indicate that 20-km of cycling at a constant-PO
significantly improves subsequent 5-km running performance, as compared to the condition
where triathletes perform a prior cycling exercise at the FCI or VI. Metabolic and muscular
hypotheses are advanced in an attempt to explain the differences in performance reported
during the various C–R combinations for our group of well trained triathletes.
An interesting finding of the present work is related to the differences in running performance
between the C–R sessions, despite similar whole body responses (i.e. VO2; VE; HR and [La–])
and RPE values observed during the CI (~80% MAP) and VI (from 68 to 92% MAP, Fig. 1)
cycling exercises. It has previously been proposed that the differences in running time may be
related to changes in metabolic energy from aerobic and anaerobic sources (Brandon 1995).
Thus, the analysis of variation in VO2 has often been used to assess changes in energy
contribution from aerobic and anaerobic sources during isolated and combined exercises

(Bernard et al. 2003; Bishop et al. 2002; Brandon 1995; Hausswirth et al. 2001; Vercruyssen et
al. 2005). In the context of a C–R combination, Hausswith et al. (2001) have suggested that
changes in aerobic contribution constitute potential limiting factors to running performance.
These investigators reported a significantly higher fraction of VO2 max during an improved 5-km
running performance, after cycling in a sheltered position by elite triathletes, suggesting that a
higher aerobic contribution may be linked to the faster run time. Recently however, Vercruyssen
et al. (2005) showed similar VO2 responses during exhaustive running sessions between
different C–R sessions, indicating that differences in run time to fatigue were not explained by
changes in metabolic energy from the aerobic or anaerobic systems. In the present study, there
were also no significant differences in the VO2 response during the three run conditions (Fig. 2).
Thus, our findings, and those reported in a previous work (Vercruyssen et al. 2005), suggest that
an altered VO2 response cannot explain the observed differences in running performance
following different cycle strategies.
The differences in 5-km running performance may be explained by the PO selected during the
entire cycling exercises. Compared to CI and FCI rides, our triathletes sustained a very high PO
(~92% MAP) during the last 3-km of the VI ride and any changes in energy contribution from
aerobic and anaerobic sources (e.g. VO2 variations) during this time period may have affected
the ability of subjects to complete a faster run bout. In addition, Bishop et al. (2002) have
reported that the use of [La–] was one of the best variables to reflect the anaerobic contribution
of exercise which may be more important during the VI ride. In the current study, no differences
in VO2 (Table 1) and [La–] values were found at the end of cycling bouts, indicating no
variations in aerobic and anaerobic demand between the three paced rides before running.
These results were similar to those demonstrated by Liedl et al. (1999) showing similar [La–] and
VO2 values at the end of constant versus variable-power effort during cycling. Thus, the
improvement of running time after cycling at the FCI and CI rides compared to the VI ride cannot
be explained by the induced-metabolic responses during the cycling bouts.
Our findings reported during a C–R combination are in line with those of Palmer et al. (1997)
showing an improved cycling performance after a prolonged constant- power session in cyclists,
compared to a stochastic (variable) intensity bout. In these two studies, during the final 10 min of
variable-intensity exercise, the subjects sustained high PO (~300 to 350 W) before subsequent
exercise. Accordingly, the repeated increases in cycle intensity during the VI bout and especially
during the last minutes of cycling may have resulted in muscular fatigue before running.
Although no specific analysis of muscular parameters has been conducted in the current
investigation, the change in neuromuscular activity of peripheral skeletal muscles remains an
attractive hypothesis to explain the decrement in running performance after the VI ride. Selected
lower extremity muscles such as rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and soleus
have been reported to be substantially recruited during cycling (Citterio and Agostini 1984;
Marsh and Martin 1995; Takaishi et al. 1996) and running (Bijker et al. 2002; Borrani et al.
2001), suggesting that any changes in recruitment of these muscles during prior cycling may
affect running performance.
During isolated cycling exercises, an increased activity of quadriceps and soleus muscles (from
the EMG method) has been observed with increasing PO in a non-fatigued state (Citterio et
Agostini 1984; Marsh and Martin 1995; Takaishi et al. 1996). One may speculate that during the
repeated increases in power output experienced during the VI ride, there was a greater
recruitment of these muscles, and associated changes in their contractile properties, resulting in
an increased level of muscular fatigue during the subsequent run. Based on the same
hypothesis, the lower activity of peripheral muscles after FCI and CI rides might have reduced
the fatigue level during cycling and improved their utilisation during the subsequent run, leading
to higher running velocities from the first kilometer (Fig. 2). In this context, Duc et al. (2005)
observed no change in muscular activity of four lower limb muscles (e.g. vastus medialis, rectus
femoris) during a 30-min constant cycling exercise corresponding to the self-selected work

intensity of subjects. The lack of increase in the EMG activity of muscles suggests that subjects
performed the cycle-time-trial at a muscular work-steady state.
The hypothesis of peripheral neuromuscular changes is not exclusive to explain the differences
in running performance between the conditions. The decrement in running performance after the
stochastic cycling effort could also be determined by the central regulation of exercise
performance based on the central governor model (Noakes et al. 2004; StClair Gibson and
Noakes 2004). This theoretical model would predict that central recruitment of muscle function
may be different depending on the nature of the prior exercise. Based on this model, we
hypothesize that triathletes would decrease their level of muscle recruitment during the run
consecutive to the cycle stochastic effort as compared to the constant cycle bout and hence,
that might explain their impaired performance. In this theoretical context where the central
command in the motor cortex is perceived as a sense of effort, the determinants of variable
cycling exercise in our study might include the sense of effort and other sensations such as
muscle pain which become more intense than is tolerable (StClair Gibson and Noakes 2004).
Furthermore, from running studies it has been reported that other neuromuscular factors may
also be important determinants of endurance running performance (Nummela et al. 2006;
Paavolainen et al. 1999). Paavolainen et al. (1999) have shown that a better performance in the
10 km time trial is related to higher pre-activation of the working muscles, associated with
shorter contact times throughout the run. Recently, Nummela et al. (2006) reported that the
impaired performance during a 5 km time trial is associated with a decreased pre-activation of
lower limb muscles (from EMG measurements during the 100 ms before ground contact) and
higher total ground contact times. Based on the interpretations of this recent study, we
hypothesize that the fact to keep the level of muscular recruitment at a high level (i.e. high preactivation of lower limb muscles) contributes to the improved running performance in our
triathletes when the prior cycling intensity remains constant.
Additional variables such as cycling cadence, have been reported to affect subsequent running
performance (Bernard et al. 2003; Gottshall et Palmer 2002; Hausswirth et al. 2001;
Vercruyssen et al. 2002, 2005). For instance, Gottshall and Palmer (2002) found that higher
cycling cadence (>100 rpm), compared to the selection of lower cadences (70–90 rpm),
immediately before running increased stride frequency and, as a result, increased running
speed. These authors suggested that the combination of perseveration and central pattern
generator effects may have contributed to the differences in running performance. In contrast,
Vercruyssen et al. (2005) reported that the selection of low cycling cadence (~75 rpm) compared
to higher cadences (95–110 rpm) during the last 10 min of cycling markedly improved
subsequent running time to fatigue. In contrast with previous authors (Sarre et al. 2005; Lepers
et al. 2001) indicating that various cadences did alter in a similar extent the neuromuscular
properties of knee extensors, the improved running performance after cycling at a low cadence
in our study has been linked to the hypothesis of a lower muscular fatigue experienced during
the last minutes of cycling. This improvement of running performance after the CI ride, compared
to the FCI bout, might be partially explained by the selection of a lower cadence during the last
3-km of cycling (Fig. 1) and its positive impact upon the delay of fatigue development. Because
of the lack of specific analysis of muscular parameters during the pedalling and running tasks,
the hypothesis of muscle recruitment and/or central recruitment of muscle function (e.g.
Nummela et al. 2006) during the cycle-run combination performed at various cycling intensities
needs to be validated in future research.
In conclusion, this study indicates that the selection of a constant PO during cycling improves
subsequent running performance. Further research is necessary to analyse the relationship
between neuromuscular activity and performance during a C–R combination. From a practical
standpoint, the best selected pacing cycling strategy in triathletes whatever the category of
triathletes, would be to maintain a constant PO on a flat road, rather than a variable PO, for as
long as possible before running.
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Figure 1 Variations in power output, cadence and speed during the three cycling bouts

Figure 2 : Changes in mean oxygen uptake (VO2) and speed values during the running bouts after the three cycling bouts

Table 2 : Changes in mean oxygen uptake (VO2); heart rate (HR) and expiratory flow (VE) values during the running
performance (at different distances per section) performed after the three cycling bouts (means ± SD)

Table 1 : Changes in mean oxygen uptake (VO2); heart rate (HR) and expiratory flow (VE) values during the three cycling
bouts at different distances per section (S1–S6) (means ± SD)

